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MURDER, RIVALRY AND REVENGE... 'Fast paced and unbeatable.' The Lady
Everything seems to be going right for brilliant young jockey Duncan Claymore. A
career on the up, a beautiful wife, and all the trappings of wealth. But Duncan is
haunted by the death of one of his arch-rivals. He may not have pulled the
trigger, but he still has blood on his hands. As Duncan struggles to keep his focus
on the job, Michelle O'Brien - a friend and talented fellow jockey - is killed and
Duncan knows this was far from a tragic accident. He's never liked William
Osborne, but now he will stop at nothing to avenge Michelle's death. With
Duncan's seemingly perfect world starting to come apart at the seams, can he
balance his desire for victory on the field with his desire to see justice served?
Praise for fast-paced thrilling crime novel, for fans of Stuart MacBride and LJ
Ross: 'A fast-paced tale of revenge . . . an entertaining and easy read' HORSE &
HOUND 'A pacey read' BELFAST TELEGRAPH 'Efficiently written and tightly
plotted with some good twists along the way' CRIME CHRONICLES Other tense,
high-stakes novels set in the world of competitive racing by Sports Personality
AP McCoy: Taking the Fall
Duncan Claymore could have it all. He's one of the country's up and coming
young jockeys and this season his sights are set on getting right to the top. He
has the talent and the tenacity, but he also has his demons, and it's these that
threaten to overthrow his burning ambition. Duncan was taught everything he
knows by his father, Charlie, a former trainer whose career and reputation were
destroyed when a series of bitter rivalries got out of hand. It ruined him and
Charlie hasn't been able to set foot on a racecourse since. Now, with his father's
health rapidly declining, Duncan is desperate to beat the best and at the same
time take down the men responsible for Charlie's ruin. But can he do both or
must he choose between his family and his future? Dark, gripping and
compulsive, TAKING THE FALL is the first thriller from champion jockey, A.P.
McCoy. Read by Daniel Weyman. Daniel appears in Foyle's War for itv as series
regular Adam Wainwright. His many other television appearances include Poirot,
Midsomer Murders and Dunkirk. He was nominated for Best Performance in a
Play at the TMA Awards for his portrayal of Nicholas Nickleby which played at
Chichester Festival Theatre, in the West End and in Toronto. His first
professional job was at the Donmar Warehouse in The Vortex directed by
Michael Grandage. He has recorded many audiobooks and was included in the
ALA's Listen List 2013 for outstanding narration.
Tony McCoy is incredibly driven. Fighting his way to the top from a tough,
Northern Irish background, he has collected fifteen consecutive jockey of the year
titles, yet lives in fear of slipping from the pinnacle. His record-breaking 3,000th
win is behind him, and the chances are that he'll quit while ahead in 2011. This
autobiography looks at life at the top in National Hunt racing. He achieved his
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lifetime ambition in April 2010 when he won the Grand National at Aintree on
Don't Push It. It was his fifteenth attempt to win the race, a victory he described
as 'surreal' in a career in which he had already won all there was to win. Tony
was the first to ride 2,000 then 3,000 winners and no matter how many winners
he notches up, he says: "it probably won't be enough. I never stop dreaming of
the day I'll reach 4,000." There's no question Tony McCoy is the greatest
National Hunt jockey ever - 'The man is a colossus, we have never seen his like
before,' John McCririck - and his powerfully honest memoirs commemorate a
spectacular career.
From Sawdust to StardustThe Biography of DeForest Kelley, Star Trek's Dr.
McCoySimon and Schuster
Three-times author and female business leader Julia McCoy brings multiple
genres together in her electrifying, non-fiction true story, guaranteed to have you
turning each page.Growing up under a narcissistic cult leader, Woman Rising
tells the unbelievable true story of one woman's ability to defy the odds and rise
up despite a terrible upbringing, build an business empire, and find her complete
life path-through recovery and healing, to personal and professional success as a
woman CEO.Woman Rising, A True Story: Cult Survival, Female Leadership,
and Entrepreneurial SuccessFollow the author, Julia McCoy, on an incredible
journey from birth to present-day at the age of twenty-eight.This narrative true
story is told in two parts:Part 1: Life in a CultPart 2: The Making of SuccessIn
Part 1, experience the painful, tragic story of Julia's upbringing, and how she was
born into the house of a cult leader, who hid the truth of her daily environment
completely from the public eye. Feel her passion and energy come alive as she
pursues bold, money-making ideas at a young age, eventually building a brand
while living in her father's house. read about the night she escaped his house, in
2012 at twenty-one years old.In Part 2, Follow Julia on an unbelievable (true)
journey of discovering normal life, finding faith and healing, getting married to the
man of her dreams; becoming a parent, 3x author, and the creator of four
successful brands. Read about her trials, successes, and the reality as she builds
not one, not two, but three successful businesses in the next seven years. Her
steps to business success are laid out in every detail, including the significant
ups and extreme downs. Use the lessons from part two as your own
entrepreneurial manual.Julia's nonfiction story is one you will not forget. Her story
marries these categories: female leadership books, entrepreneurial advice, and
true stories of survival.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Baker's Daughter and Marilla
of Green Gables, a story of family, love, and courage When Sarah Brown,
daughter of abolitionist John Brown, realizes that her artistic talents may be able
to help save the lives of slaves fleeing north, she becomes one of the
Underground Railroad’s leading mapmakers, taking her cues from the slave
code quilts and hiding her maps within her paintings. She boldly embraces this
calling after being told the shocking news that she can’t bear children, but as the
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country steers toward bloody civil war, Sarah faces difficult sacrifices that could
put all she loves in peril. Eden, a modern woman desperate to conceive a child
with her husband, moves to an old house in the suburbs and discovers a
porcelain head hidden in the root cellar—the remains of an Underground Railroad
doll with an extraordinary past of secret messages, danger and deliverance.
Ingeniously plotted to a riveting end, Sarah and Eden’s woven lives connect the
past to the present, forcing each of them to define courage, family, love, and
legacy in a new way.
Conventional wisdom says that women are the manipulative ones - but tell that to the
thousands of desperate women suffering at the hands of a manipulative man. Men can
be just as sneaky, passive-aggressive, needy, underhanded, whiny, guilt-inducing, and
emotionally demanding as women are accused of being - and more so! As any woman
in love with a manipulative man can tell you, it's not easy to get past his charm and your
guilt to a place where you can see your relationship for what it is - out of balance,
extraordinarily stressful, emotionally exhausting, and potentially dangerous. The
Manipulative Man is a groundbreaking prescription for dealing with the manipulative
men in your life by using: Tests to help you determine if you are involved with a mama's
boy, narcissist, sociopath, or even a psychopath Techniques for defining and setting
boundaries with your man Tools to help you improve their relationship And more! In The
Manipulative Man, acclaimed psychotherapist Dr. Dorothy McCoy shows you how to
identify the type of manipulative man you're involved with, deal with the issues his
behavior provokes, and, ultimately, salvage the relationship - or move on.
A biography of the Canadian-born black American who studied engineering in Scotland
and patented over 50 inventions, despite the obstacles he faced because of his race.
Isaac McCoy (1784-1846), the man who lived this book, was a missionary to the
American Indians, but his three-decade struggle against countless obstacles to help
keep the Indians alive left him little time for teaching religion. The establishment of an
Indian territory, which would become one of the United States, became his obsession.
This Indian state was to be governed by Indians, as they were called in his time, and be
represented in Washington by Indians. Thus, the few publications mentioning Isaac
McCoy today often refer to him as "the father of Indian Territory." Had he not been a
missionary, he wouldn't have witnessed firsthand all the events he recorded. Native
Americans maintained no written history, and few, if any, literate white men lived among
them as long as he. Isaac McCoy's contributions to posterity are priceless. Through him
the reader learns about a time in American history, as well as eastern Indian tribes, that
have been neglected in literature. Carol Layman discovered McCoy in 1971. She spent
the subsequent thirty years "exhuming" him in her unwavering desire to find out "what
really happened between missionaries and the American Indians." The result is this
sweeping narrative in which she allows Isaac McCoy himself to lead the reader through
his adventures. Every person named in the epic cast actually lived and is described as
accurately as available resources allow. The back matter includes an index of people
and places and a glossary.
The iconic Star Trek character’s lifestory appears for the first time in his own words;
perfect for fans of the upcoming Star Trek: Strange New Words. One of Starfleet’s
finest officers and the Federation’s most celebrated citizens reveals his life story. Mr
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Spock explores his difficult childhood on Vulcan with Michael Burnham, his
controversial enrolment at Starfleet Academy, his time on the Enterprise with both Kirk
and Pike, and his moves to his diplomatic and ambassadorial roles, including his
clandestine mission to Romulus. Brand-new details of his life on Vulcan and the
Enterprise are revealed, along with never-before-seen insights into Spock’s
relationships with the most important figures in his life, including Sarek, Michael
Burnham, Christopher Pike, Kirk, McCoy and more, all told in his own distinctive voice.
You watched him vie for the Heisman and national championship, and earn a thirdround NFL draft spot. Now meet Colt McCoy up-close and personal! Growing Up
Colt—A Father, a Son, a Life in Football is a unique biography by both the Cleveland
Browns quarterback and his father, Brad, a highly-respected football coach in his native
Texas. Get a behind-the-scenes view of the formative events of Colt’s football
experience and the foundational principles of his family and faith life. Growing Up Colt
promises an inspiring read for football fans of all ages—and don’t miss the exciting fullcolor photo section!
The last great rock 'n' roll memoir, Andy McCoy's autobiography covers the legendary
guitarist's life and exploits from childhood through to the rekindling of his massively
influential band, Hanoi Rocks, in the 2000s. McCoy helped introduce punk to Finland
from an early age - and from their base in a Stockholm subway station, Hanoi Rocks
embarked on a wild, death-defying, jet-setting thrill ride. Includes dozens of rare, candid
photos and a new preface written by McCoy in 2009 after the final breakup of Hanoi
Rocks.
Tony McCoy is a racing legend - the most successful jump jockey ever. He has won the
last three jockey's championship and he rode over 200 winners last year. He rides
principally for Martin Pipe. He is the Michael Schumacher of horse racing.

Read about the fascinating life of Benjamin Franklin in this beautifully illustrated
version of his autobiography.
For the Love of It: The Mammoth Legacy of Roma and Dave McCoy traces the
lives of Roma and Dave McCoy, visionary founders of world-renowned Mammoth
Mountain Ski Area, from their singular childhoods through their eventual building
of the first chairlift in the Eastern Sierra. The nostalgic narrative non-fiction book
depicts California skiing in the 1930s, 40s, and 50s and illustrates the power of
dedication, upbeat attitudes, and teamwork.Born in 1915 in Southern California,
Dave McCoy grew up living in tent camps with his parents while his father built
early California roads. During the Depression, Dave's family fell apart and he was
sent to live with grandparents at the Wilkeson Coal & Coke Company in
Washington. There he learned to fly fish, tie flies, and ski. After graduating from
high school, Dave hitchhiked south and settled in Independence, a small town in
Califonia's Eastern Sierra where he spent his time riding a Harley Davidson, flyfishing, skiing with the Eastern Sierra Ski Club, and working for the LADWP,
eventually as a hydrographer. In 1941, after being relocated tp Bishop, another
small Eastern Sierra town, Dave married Roma Carriere and became the
hydrographer at the Long Valley Dam on Crowley Lake. His essential job and a
severely broken leg kept him from fighting in WWII. To compensate, he built rope
tows to welcome servicemen home from the war, setting the stage to pursue his
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passion for skiing, building upskis, ski racing, and ski race coaching. In the
1960s, Dave coached nearly 20 ski racers to Olympic squads, (including
Charlotte Zumstein, Jill Kinmont, Linda Meyers, Penny McCoy, Dennis McCoy,
Robin Morning, and others) while developing Mammoth Mountain into one of the
most successful ski areas in the United States. By the 2000's he had built 26
chairlifts, two gondolas, and several buildings to facilitate skier amenities. With
his kind and generous leadership skills and his dedication to having a positive
attitude made, Dave pursued his life dreams while his wife Roma, stayed by his
side. For the Love of It shares the back story of Dave and Roma's legacy.
Sam McCoy (1855-1941) was a descendant of William McCoy (1750-1820), who
was an early pioneer in Pike County, Kentucky. "Big Sam" or "Squirrel huntin'
Sam" was involved in the Hatfield-McCoy feud. He married three or four times.
Descentants lived in Kentucky, Mississippi, Texas, Colorado, Utah, Montana and
elsewhere.
The first African-American woman to have a major, continuing television role tells
the inside story of "Star Trek" and its creator--her onetime lover and lifelong
friend--and her struggle to overcome racism and bias against women
"This memoir's beauty is in its fierce intimacy." --Roy Hoffman, The New York
Times Book Review One of Literary Hub's Most Anticipated Books of 2019 From
the celebrated editor of This Bridge Called My Back, Cherríe Moraga charts her
own coming-of-age alongside her mother’s decline, and also tells the larger story
of the Mexican American diaspora. Native Country of the Heart: A Memoir is, at
its core, a mother-daughter story. The mother, Elvira, was hired out as a child,
along with her siblings, by their own father to pick cotton in California’s Imperial
Valley. The daughter, Cherríe Moraga, is a brilliant, pioneering, queer Latina
feminist. The story of these two women, and of their people, is woven together in
an intimate memoir of critical reflection and deep personal revelation. As a young
woman, Elvira left California to work as a cigarette girl in glamorous late-1920s
Tijuana, where an ambiguous relationship with a wealthy white man taught her
life lessons about power, sex, and opportunity. As Moraga charts her mother’s
journey—from impressionable young girl to battle-tested matriarch to, later on, an
old woman suffering under the yoke of Alzheimer’s—she traces her own selfdiscovery of her gender-queer body and Lesbian identity, as well as her passion
for activism and the history of her pueblo. As her mother’s memory fails, Moraga
is driven to unearth forgotten remnants of a U.S. Mexican diaspora, its
indigenous origins, and an American story of cultural loss. Poetically wrought and
filled with insight into intergenerational trauma, Native Country of the Heart is a
reckoning with white American history and a piercing love letter from a fearless
daughter to the mother she will never lose.
All Henry ever wanted was to escape the skinflint soil of his father's farm and
make a life for himself, maybe make enough for a wife and children. Ordinary
enough ambitions, but big enough to lead him across a continent, through nearfatal illness and betrayal to a shack in Edmonton, a blacksmith job, and finally a
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future. His determination resembled that of his forebears, and it was reason
enough for this family history to be written. While Henry thought he had left the
past behind in Quebec, his descendants were busy embroidering the family story.
They spoke of Irish roots and leaving Cork for Canada. They stitched up traces of
poor brother Will McCoy who had died a spectacular death in the wilds of North
Dakota. Or was that South Dakota? Then they traced a long lost sister to
California and coloured in a sad tale of how she got there. But how much of what
they said was true? It was enough to set us off on a 15-year voyage through
archives, libraries, family interviews, and places Henry had been to cobble
together an answer.
The song came first...then the idea for a book. One of America's most loved and
charismatic country music artists, Neal McCoy, offers a glimpse into the lives of
some very brave men, women, and children. Each chapter illuminates the
character of those Neal refers to as "his heroes," who climb life's toughest
mountains through serious physical handicaps, relentless pain, the loss of
someone dear, the end of a dream, or leadership under pressure. When Neal
recorded the song "A New Mountain to Climb," he thought of these people who
inspired him and changed his life. Brimming with down-home humor and
transparent insight, the book will compel others to find their own heroes, then
make a difference. It is Neal McCoy's contagious optimism and unwavering belief
that we, as a people, are at our finest when we have A New Mountain to Climb.
John McCoy, son of William McCoy (b. 1788) and Mary Maley, was born 18 July 1814 in Tyler
County, Virginia. He married Sarah Judkin (1814-1883) in 1835. They had nine children. He
died in 1889 in Oakville, Oregon.
Yes, you can love God and binge Netflix! Podcaster Knox McCoy, co-host of The Popcast with
Knox and Jamie, tells hilarious stories about how pop culture helped him answer life’s biggest
questions in his debut book, The Wondering Years. Through books, television, music and
movies, Knox found many of the answers he was searching for about God and why we’re all
here. When you hear the phrase pop culture, you likely think reality television, boy bands or
Real Housewives of various cities. While these are elements of popular culture, they aren’t all
it has to offer. Pop culture may not cure diseases or make scientific breakthroughs, but it does
play a vital role in the story of humanity. From the first time he was punched in the face to
saving dog souls as a canine evangelist, Knox reflects on how pop culture has helped shape
his life and carve out the foundation of his faith. While the three cultural tentpoles—the South,
the Church, and Sports—defined many aspects of his East Tennessee upbringing, it was pop
culture that influenced Knox and his sense of the world at large.
The fully updated autobiography of Tony 'A.P.' McCoy, Grand National and BBC SPORTS
PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR winner and unquestionably the greatest jump jockey ever.
Tony 'A.P.' McCoy is without doubt the greatest and most successful jump jockey of all time.
He has collected a record 16 consecutive jump-jockey titles to date, since 1992 he has ridden
more than 3,000 winners, saying 'I never stop dreaming of the day I'll reach 4,000', and in 2002
he beat Sir Gordon Richards's record of 269 winners in a season by riding 289. In April 2010,
A.P. achieved his lifelong ambition when he won the Grand National at Aintree on Don't Push
It. It was his 15th attempt to win the race, a victory that captured the public's imagination and
further enhanced a glittering career in which he had seemingly won all there was to win. It was
the missing piece in the racing jigsaw for a champion jockey who had already had famous
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victories in the King George VI Chase, Champion Hurdle, Champion Chase and Cheltenham
Gold Cup. This powerfully honest autobiography looks at life at the very top in National Hunt
racing, and includes the highs and lows of A.P. winning his second Gold Cup, in 2012 on
Synchronised, fifteen years after his first, only to see the horse put down after a fall in that
year's Grand National. These are the memoirs of a true champion, an icon of sport, whose
astonishing achievements are unlikely to be surpassed. It is a great story of courage and
modesty, pain and professional setbacks, strong family values and sporting triumphs, the good
guy coming first - and staying there.
In the city of Memphis, eighteen-year-old Lee and her boyfriend Vincent make a popular
podcast on artists in love, but Lee learns that stories of happily-ever-after love do not always
mirror real life.
Learn to understand what your body is telling you and discover the optimum treatment path for
your unique Lyme symptoms • Shares the authors’ 10-year journeys to overcome chronic
Lyme and details their successful healing protocol • Reveals how to increase your sensitivity to
what your body is telling you to discover remedies and healing actions for your individual
symptoms • Explores the antibiotics, herbs, diet, exercise, beliefs, immune health, and selfhealing meditations that the authors used for a complete healing For some people, recovering
from a Lyme disease infection can become an endless battle with physical, mental, and
neurological symptoms, especially if it’s not diagnosed early. After they both contracted Lyme
in 2001, Vir McCoy and Kara Zahl embarked on standard antibiotic protocols. Soon they both
began to have intuitive or sensory impressions about specific remedies their bodies needed,
the nature of the disease, and why they were chronically ill. Backing up their intuitive
impressions with scientific evidence, they developed a protocol that brought them each a full
recovery after nearly 10 years battling chronic Lyme. In this medical intuitive approach to
Lyme, the authors share their personal Lyme journeys and their integrative healing protocol
that bridges the scientific and the spiritual. They explore the peculiarities of Lyme disease,
including how Lyme is often misdiagnosed, giving it time to establish itself deep within the
body’s organs and nervous system, and examine in detail new and standard remedies, with
thorough scientific references. They share the spiritual/psychological strategies they
successfully employed against Lyme and its coinfections and explain how to increase your
sensitivity to what your body is telling you to discover natural remedies and healing actions
unique to your individual symptoms. Outlining a program of herbs, diet, and exercise that can
work in tandem with traditional Lyme treatments, they also explore how to help the body get rid
of this pathogen that possesses an incredible ability to adapt to various treatments and thwart
their effectiveness. Expanding beyond Lyme, the authors offer self-help meditations to help
you heal on a deeper level and explain how to access the “holographic medicine chest” to
draw on for stronger immunity, energetic healing, and support at any time.
Biography, autobiography, and memoir is among the best ways to teach students to appreciate
nonfiction reading.
After an opportune meeting in a club, she met someone she couldnat live without. Joann had
suffered through a separation and a divorce from her husband while still attending college in
Hattiesburg, Mississippi. She began to entertain hopes of putting her life back in order with her
new boyfriend, Scottahopes that were violently ripped away on February 7, 1999. Now she
tries to remember how to be single again. Searching in vain, she only wants to fill the void in
her heart caused by Scottas passing. Her twin sister, Josie, her only constant friend, sticks by
her through all of the ups and downs life throws her way. Finally, after many mistakes, she
finds someone capable of filling the emptiness: Chris, the love of her life.

Examines the period between Madison's retirement from public office 1817 and his
death in 1836, and describes the changes in the nation during this period
An authoritative biography of the late DeForest Kelley, best known as the actor who
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played Dr. Leonard "Bones" McCoy on Star Trek, follows his life and career from his
early days in Hollywood Westerns to his rise to fame as the crusty physician on the
original Enterprise. Original. 12,500 first printing.
The Autobiography of James T. Kirk chronicles the greatest Starfleet captain's life
(2233–2371), in his own words. From his birth on the U.S.S. Kelvin, his youth spent on
Tarsus IV, his time in the Starfleet Academy, his meteoric raise through the ranks of
Starfleet, and his illustrious career at the helm of the Enterprise, this in-world memoir
uncovers Captain Kirk in a way Star Trek fans have never seen. Kirk's singular voice
rings throughout the text, giving insight into his convictions, his bravery, and his
commitment to the life—in all forms—throughout this Galaxy and beyond. Excerpts from
his personal correspondence, captain's logs, and more give Kirk's personal narrative
further depth.
Simple text and illustrations explore the life of Canadian inventor Elijah Mccoy, the son
of slaves. Includes explanation of the saying, "The real McCoy."
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